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Abstract

The wide spread deployment of smart edge devices and applications that

require real-time data processing, have with no doubt created the need to

extend the reach of cloud computing to the edge, recently also referred to as

Fog or Edge Computing. Fog computing implements the idea of extending

the cloud where the ”things” are, or in other words, improving application

performance and resource efficiency by removing the need to processing all

the information in the cloud, thus also reducing bandwidth consumption in

the network. Fog computing is designed to complement cloud computing,

paving the way for a novel, enriched architecture that can benefit from and

include both edge(fog) and cloud resources. From a resources perspective,

this combined scenario requires resource continuity when executing a service,
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whereby the assumption is that the selection of resources for service execution

remains independent of their physical location. This new resources model,

i.e., resource continuity, has gained recently significant attention, as it carries

potential to seamlessly providing a computing infrastructure from the edge

to the cloud, with an improved performance and resource efficiency. In this

paper, we study the main architectural features of the managed resource

continuity, proposing the foundation of a coordinated management plane

responsible for resource continuity provisioning. We study an illustrative

example on the performance benefits in relationship to the size of databases

with regard to the proposed architectural model.

Keywords: Cloud computing, Fog Computing, Edge Computing, Resource

management, Offloading

1. Introduction

There is hardly any technology report today, be it from academic or

business sectors, without a reference to cloud computing. It is also widely

accepted that cloud computing and its products, have been instrumental

in facilitating a wider deployment of the so-called Internet of Things (IoT)5

services. First, as the technology is evolving to grant not just every user but

also every object to become cloud-enabled, cloud computing and cloud based

presence of people and objects will continue to flourish. Second, the widely

spread deployment of smart edge devices along with a huge number of new

applications and 5G mobile network concepts, have with no doubt created10

the need to extend the reach of the traditional cloud computing towards

the edge. These phenomena are unquestionably described by several recent
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studies. For example, predictions from [1] point out that 20,8 billions of

edge devices are to be in use worldwide by 2020, collecting more than 1.6

zettabytes (1.6 trillion GB) of data, and IDC [2] estimates that ”by 2019,15

45% of IoT-created data will be stored, processed, analyzed, and acted upon

close to, or at the edge of, the network.”

Aligned to this evolution, fog computing [3], [4], [5] has been recently

proposed as a cloud computing concept implemented closer to the edge de-

vices. Fog computing implements the idea of extending the cloud where the20

”things” are, or in other words, improving application performance and re-

source efficiency by removing the need to processing all the information in

the cloud, thus also reducing bandwidth consumption in the network. Fog

computing has been technologically conceptualized to deliver the following

three main benefits: i) minimizing latency – whereby the data is analyzed25

closer to where it is collected; ii) balancing networking traffic – by offloading

gigabytes of network traffic from the core network connecting to the cloud,

thus reducing the bandwidth consumption, and; iii) helping support secu-

rity and privacy through proximity – by keeping sensitive data inside the

proximate computer and network system. Substantial efforts are currently30

underway in the area of fog computing, devoted to analyzing the potential

benefits brought by fog computing when applied to different sectors. Just for

illustrative purposes we can mention recent contributions [6], [7] and [8] in

ehealth; [9], [10], [11] and [12] in smart cities; [13], [14], [15] and [16] in en-

ergy efficiency; [17], [18] and [19] in IoT; [20] in industrial environments; [21]35

in radio access networks; as well as [22], [23] and [24] in vehicular networks.

Indeed, this set of efforts have turned into a notable record of scientific pub-
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lications or even industrial-led forums (such as the OpenFog Consortium)

putting together the industrial and academic sectors to discuss on new ideas

and opportunities.40

Designed not to compete but to complement cloud computing, fog com-

puting when combined with cloud computing, paves the way for a novel,

enriched scenario, where services execution may benefit from resources conti-

nuity from the edge to the cloud. From a resources perspective, this combined

scenario requires resource continuity when executing a service, whereby the45

assumption is that the selection of resources for service execution remains in-

dependent of their physical location. Table 1, extending the data cited in [25]

–considering different computational layers from the edge up to the cloud–,

shows how the different layers can allocate different devices as well as the

corresponding relevant features of each of them, including application exam-50

ples. As it can be seen, an appropriate resources categorization and selection

is needed to help optimize service execution, while simultaneously alleviating

combined problems of security, resource efficiency, network overloading, etc.

Although many contributions in the literature are equally referring to

edge computing or fog computing, the OpenFog Consortium in [26], distin-55

guishes between the two and highlights three main differences between both

concepts. The first refers to the fact that fog is designed to work with the

cloud, whereas edge is per se defined by the exclusion of cloud. The sec-

ond describes fog as hierarchical, while edge is limited to a reduced number

of layers. Finally, while edge computing only focuses on computation, fog60

also includes networking, storage, control and acceleration. Considering this

distinction and the definitions, our paper focuses on fog computing.
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  Resource continuity from edge to cloud 

  Fog Cloud 

  Edge devices 
Basic/Aggregation  

nodes 
Intermediate 

nodes  Cloud 

 
Device Sensor, actuator, 

wearables 
Car, phone, 
computer 

Smart building, 
cluster of 
devices 

Datacenter 

Features 

Response time Milliseconds Subseconds, 
seconds Seconds, minutes Minutes, days, 

weeks 

Application 
examples 

M2M 
communication 

haptics 

Dependable services 
(e-health) 

Visualization 
Simple analytics 

Big data 
analytics 
Statistics 

How long IoT 
data is stored Transient Minutes, hours Days, weeks Months, years 

Geographic 
coverage 

Device Connected devices Area, cluster Global 

 
	Table 1: Resource continuity possibilities in the layered architecture according to [25].

In this paper we study the issue of resource continuity and coordinated

management of fog and cloud computing, and propose the foundational

blocks for the system architecture. Our proposal considers a layered ar-65

chitecture, including all the systems in the resource chain from the edge to

the cloud, all functions and components responsible for resource continuity

provisioning, as well as novel service execution strategies. In the proposed

approach, the resources are allocated to different computational layers de-

pending on the actual resource capacities, in terms of computing, storage,70

and network. We also study an illustrative example on the performance ben-

efits in relationship to the size of databases, with regard to the proposed

architectural models presented and propose directions for further studies.

The functional description of the proposed architecture is designed to be

open, agnostic to any specific scenario or context, thus extending its po-75

tential applicability. However, specific requirements demanded by real world
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deployments will be considered in the design of the algorithms, strategies and

policies to be used for the different target scenarios, to adapt services needs,

resources capacities and users demands. Although the proposed architecture

is already split into three main components, each one covering these three80

sets of needs, the functional blocks to be designed must consider key aspects

of fog but also cloud computing, such as devices heterogeneity, mobility, low

control, efficiency, virtualization, security&privacy or new business models.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the

related work. The fog-to-cloud layered architecture is introduced in Section85

III. In Section IV, we analyze an illustrative smart city scenario and finally

we conclude the paper in Section V.

2. Related Work

The combined fog and cloud resources model is today attracting remark-

able attention, driving to broad discussions highlighting open issues, research90

challenges, novel services opportunities and incipient architectural models.

A layered view has been already identified in some contributions in different

domains. Earlier work in [27] proposed a layered model for vehicular cloud

clustering elements into three different layers, central (conventional) cloud,

roadside cloud and vehicular cloud. The work in [28] proposed a hierarchical95

4-layer fog computing architecture for big data analysis, specifically devel-

oped for smart cities. The OpenFog Consortium states in [26] that ”Unfet-

tered cloud-only architectural approaches cannot sustain the projected data

velocity and volume requirements of the IoT. To sustain IoT momentum, the

OpenFog Consortium is defining an architecture to address infrastructure100
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and connectivity challenges by emphasizing information processing and in-

telligence at the logical edge. This approach is called fog computing. While

the cloud itself may play a vital role in many deployments, fog computing

represents a shift from traditional closed systems and a reliance on cloud-only

focused models. Fog computing is complementary to, and an extension of,105

traditional cloud-based models”.

At the same time, organizing the whole set of resources from the edge

to the cloud to guarantee resource continuity, will require an appropriate

resources management strategy, that must be provided by a set of control

and management functions, in form of an adequate control and management110

plane. To this end, the OpenFog Consortium explicitly states in [26], re-

ferring to its envisioned architecture, i.e., ”The OpenFog architecture must

implement elements of management, including network measurement, con-

trol and configuration, at or near the endpoint rather than being controlled

primarily by gateways such as those in the LTE Core.” Also ETSI, work-115

ing on delivering standards for Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC) [31],

describes the technical requirements and a reference architecture for a mo-

bile edge platform, endowed with the ”essential functionality required to run

mobile edge applications on a particular virtualization infrastructure.”

Relevant to the need to manage the resource continuity within a fog-120

to-cloud management framework, Greco et al. in [32] proposed a two-layer

architecture consisting in two interworking planes, namely the control and

management planes of the cloud, in a multi-cloud scenario. The Open Cloud

Computing Interface (OCCI), proposed a protocol and API for management

tasks, focusing on cloud management systems [33]. In the specific area of fog125
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computing, most of the current research efforts focus on application scenar-

ios, as already introduced in the illustrative references included in Section 1.

However, none of these proposals focus on a coordinated resource manage-

ment, from the edge up to the cloud.

Aligned to the need to provide a coordinated resources continuity man-130

agement, the contribution in [34], proposes a new Fog-to-Cloud (F2C) layered

model, demonstrating the benefits brought by both considering the proposed

layered resources architecture –in terms of service execution time–, and en-

abling novel parallel service execution strategies –leveraging resource sharing

and collaborative models. Aimed at a similar objective, the OpenFog Consor-135

tium has recently released their proposal for an OpenFog Reference Architec-

ture (OpenFog RA) [26]. Although both approaches are conceptually quite

similar and are intended to a similar goal, there are two main differences that,

at this preliminary stage in the architectural definition, are worth mention-

ing. First, F2C is explicitly envisioned as a collaborative model, where users140

are expected to play as resources consumers but also as resources providers

through deploying collaborative strategies, with a strong impact on new busi-

ness models and opportunities. Second, while F2C is envisioned to manage

the whole resources continuum from the edge up to the cloud, OpenFog RA

is mainly proposed to manage the fog scenario, by defining different layers145

(Tiers) interoperating with the edge (i.e., endpoints/things), as read in [26]

”It (the OpenFog RA) is a medium to high-level view of system architectures

for fog nodes and networks”. Indeed, although interoperation with cloud is

considered in the OpenFog RA, the current version of the architecture does

not clearly describe how this will be deployed. In fact, the still high level150
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description of both approaches makes it difficult to making a comprehensive

and detailed comparison. Finally, it is also worth mentioning that the de-

ployment of the F2C management plane concept is supported by a recently

funded EU project (mF2C [35]).

Last but not least, we need to highlight that security and privacy provi-155

sioning is envisioned as a big challenge in the proposed continuum resources

scenario, mainly due to both the inherent edge devices characteristics, such

as heterogeneity, mobility and low control, and the –yet to be defined– busi-

ness relationships in a multi-owned scenario, all together exacerbating the

traditional security issues usually considered in cloud scenarios. Devices160

heterogeneity makes difficult to converge on a single security solution. Mo-

bility fuels devices volatility and system dynamics, what also drives hard

constraints on security. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the level of

control on devices at the edge is usually lower than the one supposed for

static systems or cloud premises, thus increasing systems vulnerabilities. A165

comprehensive list of threats and potential attacks to a fog infrastructure is

provided by [26], along with a high-level view of a tentative OpenFog Node

Security Architecture. Authors in [29], and lately extended in [30], propose

for the first time a security based architecture for the F2C layered model,

through the deployment of different cluster heads responsible for providing170

secure communications by handling security as a global system function. The

paper also defines the protocol strategy proposed to handle communications

between the different components in the architecture, and ends up showing

preliminary results highlighting the benefits of the proposed architecture.

In this paper we extend the work in [34] to propose and analyze in more175
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detail a distributed management framework tailored to efficiently manage

resource continuity within a generic layered architecture combining the cloud

and edge resources.

3. Management Architecture for Resource Continuity

Recognizing the benefits of resource continuity when jointly managing180

cloud and fog systems and devices, this section outlines the main architectural

concepts for resource management. It focuses on two main contributions:

i) the hierarchical and distributed management architecture with a layered

approach and; ii) the main functional blocks within the architecture. For

illustration and easier understanding, we exemplify the concepts proposed in185

a smart city scenario.

3.1. Layered, hierarchical and distributed management architecture

We present the envisioned coordinated fog and cloud scenario in the lay-

ered architecture shown in Figure 1, where resources are allocated to different

layers depending on their capacities and features, as earlier presented in Table190

1. Figure 1 illustrates a particular case considering 4 layers, with traditional

cloud as the top layer and edge devices at the bottom. In this approach, all

fog devices need to be mapped into three layers, which we refer to as edge,

basic/aggregation and smart, similar to Table 1. As shown in Figure 1, the

higher the layer the higher the capacities, the control, with implications on195

the comparably lower number of devices and, perhaps, higher security, and

a lower privacy (e.g., in cloud).

In regard to the resource continuity concept, the main idea is to abstract

the layered resources when allocating resources. We note that the physical
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Physical	view	

Logical	view	

Resource	management	
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Intermediate	
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Cloud	(CL)	

Resource	
Con5nuity	

Figure 1: The layered architecture and the abstractions relevant to resource continuity.

resources can be first categorized, similar to Table 1. The categorization has200

to goal to advertise the resources from the edge to the cloud, as an abstracted

entity distributed within one unique layer. As we can see in Figure 1, the

physical view consisting of 4 layers (FL0, FL1, FL2 and CL) is mapped

into a single logical resources view. Individual resources are abstracted to

be coherently managed by a Resource Management function, part of the205

envisioned control and management plane, responsible for handling devices

mobility, monitoring and resources categorization.

The resources abstraction can be implemented through virtualization.

What is important here is to provide a coherent view of the whole set of

available resources, from the edge to the cloud. For instance, if virtual ma-210

chines are used to manage data-centers at cloud, virtual machines should be
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also used to abstract edge devices, otherwise the management strategy must

support different abstraction strategies and some sort of adaptation, such

as between containers and virtual machines. For any architecture to deliver

on its promise on resource continuity, the following requirements must be215

met: i) coherent view of the whole set of resources to optimize service re-

quirements, ii) unique control and management plane managing all resources,

independently of their location or ownership, iii) resources categorization and

classification to efficiently tailor resource selection to service demands, iv) re-

source selection depending on resources capacities, and v) efficient usage of220

resources.

We now present an example of a specific implementation of the proposed

architecture, on an example of the so-called smart city. Figure 2 illustrates

an example of a total of three layers –two layers are defined as Fog Layers

(Layers 1 and 2) and one layer as a Cloud Layer (Layer 3)–, aggregating the225

existent devices and other computing, networking and storage resources. In

this example, simple actuators and sensors can be in the lowest layers, while

”smarter” devices, such as user phones can build layers above. We assume

devices are grouped into fog domains (hereinafter referred to as ”Fogs”, see

Figure 2), according to a certain policy, depending for example on real con-230

nectivity, proximity, capacity or some business goals. There are 3 different

clouds in Layer 3, with no particular restrictions on whether they are public,

private or hybrid clouds, – interoperability between clouds is considered an

innate feature. There are 2 different Fogs (fog domains) in Layer 2 (Fog 1.2

and Fog 2.2) and 4 in Layer 1 (Fog 1.1, Fog 2.1, Fog 3.1 and Fog 4.1).235

We here propose a distributed management architecture that includes two
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main management artifacts, namely Areas and Control Elements. An Area

consists of a group of Fogs located at different layers, facilitating vertical

resources coordination among different layers. It is open to research, and out

of the scope of this paper, to go into the details of Areas configuration, their240

definition or the interaction mechanisms between them. Control Elements,

on the other hand are responsible for providing the different management

tasks required in each corresponding domain. Two different Control Ele-

ments are proposed, Dew Point (DP) and Control Area Unit (CAU). A Dew

Point is proposed as the control element responsible for handling all control245

and management functionalities for a specific Fog. We can see in Figure 2

that all fogs include an individual Dew Point, implemented through different

devices (e.g., a traffic light in Fog 1.1, a bus stop in Fog 4.1 or a base station

in Fog 1.2). Each Dew Point embeds control functionalities as required to

handle the specific functions included in the said Dew Point –these functions250

are all currently in the domain of open research and architecture challenges.

A Control Area Unit (CAU), on the other hand, is responsible for the man-

agement of a specific Area and its location presents an interesting future

research challenge. Figure 2 shows two CAUs, responsible for managing the

two identified Areas (A and B). CAUs communicate towards different fronts.255

First, a CAU is connected to all Dew Points in its area, thus enabling vertical

coordination among resources with different capacities and hence located at

different layers. Second, different CAUs are connected (shown as inter-area

control communication) enlarging the set of available resources through dis-

tinct CAUs and thus enabling horizontal coordination. Finally, CAUs are260

also connected to the cloud (shown as Control Communication), to include
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the cloud resources in the whole management, hence enabling the deployment

of the whole resource continuity concept.

Having set the main components for the proposed management architec-

ture, we now propose the basic set of functional blocks that would be required265

to develop the proper management functionalities.

3.2. Functional block design

Figure 3 illustrates the proposed set of control and management blocks in

the architecture designed previously, providing a coordinated and distributed

management solution aiming at handling resources continuity from the edge270

to the cloud. The figure shows three main blocks. The first and also the

largest block allocates the different functionalities we expect to co-exist, i.e.,

in reference to the user, service and resource-specific functions. The second

block allocates the set of functions used for instantiations of the different

modules, referring to the different control components and edge devices, i.e.,275

the Dew Points (DP) and the Control Area Units (CAU). The last one, Bro-

kering, is designed to be applied in a typical scenario of multi-ownership

infrastructure, where different fog/cloud layers may belong to different par-

ties, and a brokering concept is necessary for their joint deployment.

The users domain in the first block in Figure 3 includes different func-280

tions that contextualize how users interact (i.e., interface) with the resources

and the services to be executed. Every user needs to follow the security

and privacy rules (Authentication, Authorization and Encryption) when re-

questing a service. The resource continuity in the F2C layered architecture

strongly depends on the user and context information (Profiling), to tailor285

service execution to the user demands. Novel strategies are expected to in-
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clude the different new roles users may play in a layered architecture, for

example, including fog providers capacity to share resources (Sharing). Sim-

ilarly, users data must meet privacy concerns (Privacy). All corresponding

functions need to be in accordance with the business policies (SLA and other290

to be defined) in place to guarantee a real-world deployment. For example, a

user willing to share (”to grid”) his/her car computing resources must know

what the obtained benefits would be, whereby sharing would be implemented

with authenticated and valid users only.

On the services domain, once the user’s request is granted, the service295

is categorized (Categorization) according to a dynamic service taxonomy,

whereby a service can be either pre-configured, or created on-the-fly. When

requested, the service can be decomposed (Decomposition) into sub-services

(also known as atomic services), commonly requiring fewer resources and

facilitating new approaches, such as parallel execution, to achieve better per-300

formance. The set of sub-services may be either already stored in a database

(Repository), or newly defined by the requested service. Challenging issues

include finding out the appropriate place to locate the service decomposition,

while taking into consideration the performance, such as computing load and

service execution time. An interesting open issue is to define to what extent305

the service functions must be associated with the Dew Point; defining the

graph rules that include not only the sub-services but also their relationships

and dependences; defining strategies for searching for available resources giv-

ing preference to Layer-Area or Area-Layer; defining strategies for searching

missing sub-services in case of unavailability in an Area/Layer (depending310

on the strategy above), or; defining what may be done when the sub-services
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found do not guarantee the expected service constraints, etc. Finally security

and privacy guarantees also deserve scientific attention to work on strategies

for anomaly detection or privacy management.

On the resources domain, an accurate knowledge about the available re-315

sources for each device and an accurate resource representation –including

important aspects of resources, such as being virtual/physical, static/mobile,

shared/exclusive, etc.–, must be guaranteed (Monitoring and Discovery).

This information, once categorized (Categorization) and classified (Classi-

fication) is stored into a database (Distributed Repository), whereby the320

methods to update policies, representation rules, etc., is an open issue here.

This Repository also includes per-layer resource capacities (be it computing,

storage, etc.) and network Connectivity features (such as topology infor-

mation). Resources are assigned to the service to be executed, depending

on the service demands, runtime policies required (e.g., parallel or sequen-325

tial execution, what unquestionably impacts the way computer, network and

storage resources are selected) and resource availability (all managed through

the functions Provisioning, Selection, Routing, Allocation, Runtime model

as well as Scheduling and Sharing policies). It is worth noting that resource

representation is a fundamentally complex endeavor, mainly due to the dy-330

namics inherent to the envisioned layered architecture, the heterogeneity of

the edge devices, as well as the business relationship in a multi-ownership

scenario. Indeed, we envision resource continuity in the layered model as an

opportunity resources framework, where services and users benefit from open

resources to optimize overall performance.335

Nevertheless, as already pointed out in Section 2 when reviewing the state
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of the art, the specific envisioned characteristics about heterogeneity, dynam-

ics and business relationships, will undoubtedly have a enormous influence

and impact on the security and privacy guarantees (e.g., secure data pro-

cessing, anomaly detection or privacy management) in the F2C architecture.340

Hence, further research efforts will be required in the coming future to handle

the challenges imposed by the foreseen F2C scenario, aimed at proposing a

comprehensive solution for security and privacy provisioning.

4. Performance study

This section is intended to present illustrative benefits obtained when345

deploying the proposed management architecture on a specific applicabil-

ity area (smart cities). We illustrate the features discussed previously on

a traffic management service deployed on a smart city. We note that the

results presented are not significant on any performance benchmarking or

quantifiable benefits, but serve the purpose of revealing the potential perfor-350

mance benefits that can be achieved by the resource continuity concept in the

proposed layered architecture and are in fact meant to encourage further re-

search in this area. With that objective and based on the concepts presented

so far, we now illustrate the operation of a potential traffic management ser-

vice deployed in a hypothetical smart city and smart transportation context,355

incorporating the proposed coordinated and distributed management frame-

work. We start describing the resource layered architecture, illustrating the

different components considered in the chosen service. Then, we tailor the

topology settings to three different real-world cities (Los Angeles, Terrassa

and Barcelona) and finally we show preliminary results for database size and360
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database lookup time.

Figure 4 illustrates the example. It considers three fog layers, whereby

each layer may include different fogs. Fog layers are defined according to the

corresponding resource capacity, whereby the higher layer in the hierarchy

implies that more resources are available in that layer, and that all layers may365

serve the purpose of monitoring traffic conditions. For instance, fogs in Layer

1 can be formed of mobile edge devices; fogs in Layer 2 have more capacity

(compute, storage, networking) than those in Layer 1, etc. An example of

Layer 2 can be a computer network system installed in a bus stop or in a

building. Similarly, fog resources in Layer 3 can be formed by the IT capacity370

of public buildings, such as libraries, universities or a city council. We assume

the three fog layers fall into a single Area, controlled by the Control Area Unit

(CAU) deployed at Fog Layer 2. Fog Layer 1 includes three different fogs,

one located in a car and two located in traffic lights. Fog Layer 2 consists in

only the capacities installed in a bus stop. Finally, Fog Layer 3 illustrates the375

sharing (”gridding”) of resources among multiple cars in a parking lot. We

also assume that layers publish their resources into a brokering module that

implements global policies for multi owner/provider resource visibility. Each

layer and fog system embeds their corresponding control functions that can

be used to manage the infrastructure and configure the required coordination380

functions in order to orchestrate the services and allocate resources.

To analyze the traffic monitoring service, we find the approach from [36]

most useful, based on creating a data matrix collecting information about

all vehicles following a certain route between an origin and a destination in

a city, obtained from distinct types of sensors. In [36], it is considered that385
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collected data processing is performed at centralized city data-centers. The

issue comes up when dealing with traffic management services only impacting

on a single specific city area, thus with no need to shift the decision process

to geographically distant data-centers. Unlike the work in [36], and in order

to show the impact on the amount of data to be forwarded, we consider390

that all the information coming from fogs within a specific city area may

be processed in the same area, thus with no need for forwarding data to

centralized data-centers. As a consequence, a traffic data sub-matrix will be

generated for each one of the city areas, containing enough information to

facilitate the deployment of services requiring local decisions. Beyond the395

potential beneficial effects on latency, service execution time and bandwidth

reduction, we next analyze the impact on database size, lookup time and

traffic load motivated by the need to update the proposed databases.

For simplicity, we assume the databases to only contain information about

the sensors monitoring number of detected cars. In a real scenario, however,400

the databases may also contain information from all sensors, which unques-

tionably increases size and lookup time. We analyze the results obtained for

two management scenarios, cloud and the distributed layered approaches, in

three real world cities, two in Spain, Barcelona and Terrassa and one in Los

Angeles, in USA, under the following assumptions:405

– Fogs of Layer 1 are traffic sensor nodes (TSN) detecting number of cars

and MAC addresses.

– Traffic sensor nodes (TSNs) in Layer 1 are 100m (linear) distance each, in

the city streets.

– In the layered approach, the baseline city area will have 10,000m of linear410
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meters of streets.

– We assume a car occupying 4m, 1m between car and car, and 2 lanes city

streets (average).

– Services running in a city area only require data providing from the same

city area.415

Barcelona has 1,306,055 meters of streets, thus assuming a sensing traffic

node every 100m, that turns into approximately 13,000 traffic sensor nodes

registering the number of detected cars. Assuming a street to have average

two lanes, in 100m, assumed to be the coverage area of a fog, we will have 20

cars, whereby 4m for one car and 1m distance between cars in each one of the420

lanes. This is turning into each traffic node storing 40 cars identifiers (MAC

addresses, 48 bits, or whatever to be used to identify a car). This means,

in the centralized database, 48x40x13,000 bits (i.e., approx. 3 Mbytes) for

storing detected cars, to be updated every few seconds. Unlike the cloud

approach, in the layered approach, only information related to a specific city425

area is stored. It is evident that the size of the city area will have an impact

on the final values. In order to show trends in regard to this behavior, we

consider different city area sizes. First approach is to consider a city area as

a district. For Barcelona city, for instance, we need to consider 10 areas, each

with 1,300 TSNs (fogs of Layer 1). In a different approach, a bigger number430

of areas would be considered, for example, set to 130 areas, thus including

approximately 100 TSNs each (fogs of Layer 1), see Table 2. Therefore, the

information stored and required to process services in this specific city would

be 48x40x1300 bits (aprox. 300 Kbytes) with 10 city areas, and 48x40x100

bits (aprox. 23 Kbytes) with 130 city areas, to be updated every few seconds.435
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Moreover, assuming a time access to the tables databases proportional to

O(log (N)), N being the size of the database, Table 2 shows the table sizes

for both approaches as well as the lookup time normalized to the time to

access to a table of 23 Kbytes for Barcelona, Terrassa (a medium size city,

with 431,540 m of streets and 6 districts), and for Los Angeles (a large city,440

with 5,521,563 m of streets and 15 districts).

From the results presented in Table 2 we can observe the benefits of

a layered management approach when considering the size and the lookup

time of city databases. We also observe that there is a trade-off between the

number of city areas and the services that can run in these city areas. The445

smaller the city area the smaller the database size and lookup time, however

the smaller the areas the lower the number of services to be executed, thus

the lower the interest in these services by the users.

On the other hand, Table 2 also shows the impact on the traffic load

motivated by the need to update the proposed databases. Only as an exam-450

ple, updating a cloud centralized database in the city of Los Angeles every 5

seconds, will represent 217 Gbytes of data every day being sent throughout

the network, hence with a strong impact on energy consumption, network

dimensioning and infrastructure optimization used, only to update the data

base.455

5. Conclusions

Fog and cloud computing, when put together, lay the foundation for

creating a new, and highly heterogeneous computing and networking archi-

tecture, recently enticing high attention due to its potential in easing the
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development of innovative Internet-of-Things (IoT) services and novel re-460

source sharing strategies, turning into incipient architectural models, such as

the one from the OpenFog Consortium or the recently proposed F2C model.

The capability to coordinate and manage the entire set of resources from the

edge up to the cloud, drives the resource continuity concept, responsible for

mapping the whole set of physical resources into a simplified abstracted view,465

easing the overall coordination and efficiently improving the services execu-

tion. This paper proposes the main foundations for a management framework

responsible for resource continuity provisioning, efficient resources selection,

novel service execution strategies, and also points out several challenges fu-

eling promising research lines. The proposed framework creates a layered470

model for the fog-to-cloud management architecture, and we illustrated a

few key control components in a smart city scenario. A simple traffic control

monitoring service was analyzed in terms of database related characteristics,

aimed at showing incipient benefits that we believe motivate further research

in this new area.475
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City database information 

Barcelona City Layered management approach 
Average distance between 

TSNs (m) 
Number of TSNs 

in an Area 
Number of city 

areas 
Table size in an 

Area 
Lookup time 

100 1,300 10 (districts) 300 Kbytes 1,21 
100 100 130 23 Kbytes 1 

 Cloud management approach 
Average distance between 

TSNs (m) 
Number of TSNs 

in the city 
Table size in all the City Lookup time 

100 13,000 3 Mbytes 1,40 
	

Terrassa City Layered management approach 
Average distance between 

TSNs (m) 
Number of TSNs 

in an Area 
Number of city 

areas 
Table size in an 

Area 
Lookup time 

100 708 6 (districts) 165 Kbytes 1,17 
100 100 43 23 Kbytes 1 

 Cloud management approach 
Average distance between 

sensor nodes (m) 
Number of Fog 
nodes in the city 

Table size in all the City Lookup time 

100 4,250 1 Mbytes 1,31 
 

Los Angeles City Layered management approach 
Average distance between 

TSNs (m) 
Number of TSNs 

in an Area 
Number of city 

areas 
Table size in an 

Area 
Lookup time 

100 3,680 15 (districts) 860 Kbytes 1,29 
100 100 550 23 Kbytes 1 

 Cloud management approach 
Average distance between 

TSNs (m) 
Number of TSNs 

in the city 
Table size in all the City Lookup time 

100 55,000 12 Mbytes 1,52 
 

Databases updating traffic 

Management Approach City 1 second 5 seconds 10 seconds 

Cloud 
Barcelona 3 Mbytes/sec 0,6 Mbyte/sec 0,3 Mbyte/sec 
Terrassa 1 Mbyte/sec 0,2 Mbyte/sec 0,1 Mbyte/sec 

Los Angeles 12 Mbyte/sec 2,4 Mbyte/sec 1,2 Mbyte/sec 
Layered Any of the cities 23 Kbytes/sec2 4,6 Kbytes/sec 2,3 Kbytes/sec 

	

Table 2: City database information and databases updating traffic.
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